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Englishmen, whose dismal fate it is to settle them, know that
new countries are the least romantic.   Why, otherwise, the
annual pilgrimage of a New World in systematic search of
romance in the Old ?   Besides, what places in the modern
world are really newer than their fellows ?   Are they not all,
since the Industrial Revolution, of the same age—the age of
their machinery ?   Two cities in two hemispheres, each de-
voted with a common gesture to the production of cheap
automobiles, are filled with corresponding plant and conse-
crated to the same unpretending mission-   Which is the
elder ?   For in each identical machinery was installed at the
same moment.   Surely Detroit and Coventry are sisters,
however flattering it may appear to regard the one as a
stupendous child, the other as a gallant parent.   For new-
ness is not a quality confined to the New World.   It was new
once, of course, when the first caravels voyaged uncertainly
towards it and landing-parties asked startled Mohawks to
direct them to the Great Cham of Tartary.   It was still new,
when rifles cracked in the great woods and lonely birds
wheeled watchfully round the infrequent smoke of cabins.
But in those years the Old World was growing new as well
A Frontier called (and pioneers responded), when half
England moved northwards in pursuit of coal and made its
clearings in the woods, its settlements among the Yorkshire
moors and on the bare hillsides of Lancashire,   For we all
have our Covered Waggons.
The American appeal owes little to its newness. It grows,
for Englishmen, on the far richer soil of genuine romance.
Somewhere beyond the sunset dwells, to our heated fancy, a
fairyland of incredible things—of Oberons incalculably rich,
of Titanias lovely beyond the dreams of younger sons, of
lesser fairies lit with the fairy glow of Kleig lights and
dancing in their rings where the sea meets the Beverly Hills
below Hollywood. That Elfland's horns may sometimes be
encountered not too faintly calling in our dance-music, its
fairies on our screens; its Puck, the bootlegger, performs
his miracles whenever we go to the theatre; and as we open

